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As good as it gets - How much more EDA needs "More
than Moore"?
Christian Sebeke, Bosch

Abstract:
More components, such as analog/radio frequency (RF), passive, high voltage (HV) power, sensor/actuator, bio-chip and
micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) will be added to pure CMOS; processed or embedded in the chip or package
instead of being added at system level. This takes system integration including software to the next level and challenges
mixedmode design with demand for high performance system level design, verification, validation, simulation and
modelling with formalised or even executable specifications and others. Facing the situation, design methodology groups
demand a specific roadmap from EDA vendors, to enable leverage from technology advances. They envision a shift from
today's bottom-up to a topdown approach. But is everybody ready to jump on that train?
This talk will give a perspective on what will happen facing all challenges on the background of the field of forces around
EDA which is spanned by methodology, users, customers and vendors.
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